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The entropy density of quasi-free states
for a continuous boson system
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Vol. XXVIII, n° 2, 1978,

Section A :

Physique ’ théorique. ’

ABSTRACT. 2014 We compute the entropy density for a gauge and euclidean
invariant, quasi-free state of the continuous boson system.

1. INTRODUCTION

We compute in this paper the entropy density of a gauge and euclidean
invariant quasi-free state for a continuous boson system. The result is
expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of the operator associated
to it’s two-point function. In order to keep the notation as simple as possible
we considered a 1-dimensional system but the generalization is straight-
forward. A lower bound for this density, which gives in fact the correct
result, has been studied in [4] for a restricted class of states.
The method used in this paper is related to the one used in [5] and consists

essentially in computing the entropy density for a « nice » class of states
and extending afterwards the result to the general case. Instead of com-
puting only the limit of the local densities we have formulated a more
general lemma in the appendix. This lemma can then also be used to derive
for instance, an analogous result for the continuous fermion system.

(*) Aangesteld Navorser NFWO, Belgium.
(**) Postal address : Celestijnenlaan 200, D, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium.
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188 M. FANNES

2. PRELIMINARIES

We consider the C. C. R.-algebra ~ over the space of the infini-

tely differentiable, complex-valued functions with compact support in [R.
This algebra is generated by elements 5~ which satisfy :

where " o-(- ) ’) is the symplectic form 1m  . I . &#x3E; and 0 ( ’ ~ ’ ~ is the usual
scalar product on ,p2(1R, dx) [6].

.sf is a simple, non-separable, quasi-local C*-algebra :

where the union is taken over the compact subsets A of IR and dAis the
C. C. R.-algebra over the space of infinitely differentiable, complex-valued
functions with support contained in A.
The aim of this paper is to derive an explicit expression for the entropy

density of a locally-normal, quasi-free state which is invariant under the
action of both the gauge and the euclidean groups. The gauge automor-

phisms are induced by :

and the euclidean automorphisms by :

The gauge-invariant, quasi-free states on A are of the form :

where

is the Fock state and 03C8 ~ A(03C8) is a positive, quadratic form. We will
assume in the following that there exists a positive self-adjoint operator A
on dx) such that

Imposing the condition that 03C9A be euclidean invariant leads then to

where - A is the Laplace operator in one dimension and ~(’) is a non-negative 
"

Borel function [7].
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189THE ENTROPY DENSITY OF QUASI-FREE STATES

A state OJ on A is said to be locally-normal if for all compacts A c R,
OJ is normal with respect to OJF For gauge-invariant, quasi-free
states 03C9B this condition amounts to asking that for all compacts A c [R,
EBE be a trace-class operator on P2(A, dx), where EA is the orthogonal
projection from 22(rR, dx) on 22(A, dx). For the quasi-free states

this condition is also equivalent to [3]

Let A be a compact subset of [R and OJ a state on One defines the entropy
A) of OJ with respect to A as :

S(cv, A) = + oo if OJ is not normal with respect to !~~
A) = 2014 p^ In p‘’ if (D IdA is normal with respect to 

In this last case p" is the density matrix on $’~ given by :

where is the G. N. S. triplet associated to 
Let cc~ be a translation-invariant state on Its entropy density s(cv)

is defined as :

The existence of this limit was shown in [1].
The aim of this paper is to prove that for states

where

3. COMPUTATION OF 
FOR A RESTRICTED CLASS OF STATES

Let A. be a non-negative self-adjoint operator on an Hilbert space Jf.
We put

Vol. XXVIII, n° 2 - 1978.



190 M. FANNES

THEOREM 3.1. 2014 Let cop be a gauge-invariant, quasi-free state on A
and A a compact set. Then :

where EA is the orthogonal projection from dx) on 22(A, dx)

Proof. - The proof of this theorem is well-known and consists in a
straightforward computation of A).

LEMMA 3.2. 2014 The function A -~ S(A) is concave.

Proo,f: - Let A, B be self-adjoint non-negative operators on ~f and
0  a  1. Put C = aA + ( 1 - a)B. We have to show that :

Suppose that S(A) = + oo, then also S(xA) = + oo and as C ~ aA
and S(’) is an increasing function (see Lemma 4.1) S(C) = + oo.

Suppose next that S(A) and S(B) are finite. Applying Klein’s inequa-
lity [9] to the function x -+ e(x) one gets

and

and so :

Let x -+- a(x2) be a measurable, essentially non-negative func-
tion. We define s’~a) as : 

. ,.

THEOREM 3 . 3. 2014 Let ~ a(x2) E ~ be a non-negative, continuous
function with compact support and 03C9A the state on A corresponding to a(.)
(see (*)) then :

Proof - 1) Let &#x3E; 0 and define 
- a s E of unitaries

Denote by El the orthogonal projection from 22([R, dx) on ~2([- t, 1], dx)
and let Define now the operator A~ on ~ 2( [ - t, ~], dx) by :

Then :
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191THE ENTROPY DENSITY OF QUASI-FREE STATES

As the E has simple discrete spectrum :

iii) implies that

and a simple calculation shows that

Using (a), Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 one gets :

Dividing both sides by 2t, taking the limit t ~ oo and using Lemma 5 .1
this becomes :

2) Consider next for t &#x3E; 0, the gauge-invariant, locally-normal, quasi-
free state with period 2l constructed on :

An easy computation shows that

and, as the entropy density is w*-upper-semi-continuous [8] on the periodic,
locally normal states, one gets

using as above Lemma 5.1.

4. EXTENSION OF THE ENTROPY DENSITY FORMULA
TO GENERAL LOCALLY-NORMAL

GAUGE AND EUCLIDIAN INVARIANT,
QUASI-FREE STATES

LEMMA 4.1. 2014 Let 0 ~ A ~ Band S(B)  oo, then :

Vol. XXVIII, n° 2 - 1978. 13



192 M. FANNES

Proof 1 ) One has

and as In (’) is a monotone operator increasing function [2] ?(A) ~ e(B)
and so S(A) ~ S(B).

2) Define for 0  /L ~ 1

Then

As

~’(’) is monotone operator decreasing and so /’(/L) ~ 0. Then :

LEMMA 4.2. - Suppose that
x E [R -~ a(x2) is non-negative and measurable
x -~ an(x2), n is a sequence of non-negative measurable func-

tions, a. e. bounded by ~(’) and such that

Let 03C9A and be the states corresponding to a(.) and an(.) and suppose

Then :

~’roof. 2014 Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 one
has for any interval [- 1,~, t &#x3E; 0 :

and as  oo [7] one has by Lemma 1 :

and therefore

Choose an t &#x3E; 0. From the subadditivity of the entropy [1] one gets

So it is sufficient to show that
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193THE ENTROPY DENSITY OF QUASI-FREE STATES

Under the conditions of the lemma one has :

but this implies

THEOREM 4 . 3. Let x e !R ~ a(x2) be a non-negative bounded, measur-
able function and 03C9A the state corresponding to a(.), then :

Proof. 1 ) Suppose that

Then s’(a) _ + oo and 03C9A is not locally normal, but this implies +00

2) Suppose that

but s’(a~ _ + oo. This case implies by an immediate application of the
second part of Theorem 3.3 that = + 00

3) Suppose that

Choose then a sequence -~ satisfying :
f) 0  an(x2)  a(x2) a. e.

-~ continuous with compact support
lim a"(x2) == ~(jc~) a. e.

and let be the state corresponding to an( ~ ).
Applying Theorem 3 . 3 and Lemma 4 .2 one finds :

where the last equality follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem.
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APPENDIX

LEMMA 5.1. - Suppose that
i) x E IR -+ a(x) E ER is continuous with compact support.
ii) x E IR -+ g(d, x) E &#x3E; 0 is a family of measurable functions satisfying :
- 3A &#x3E; 0 such that

2014 lim dx x) == 1

2014 ~x &#x3E; 1, ~ &#x3E; 0 and B &#x3E; 0 such that

iii) x ~ M -~ f(x) is continuous and EU &#x3E; 0 and C &#x3E; 0 such that

Assume furthermore that y(a - 1)  1 and that ya &#x3E; 1, then :

Proof - 1) Choose Xo &#x3E; 0 such that a(x) = 0 for Xo
We show that

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Section A



195THE ENTROPY DENSITY OF QUASI-FREE STATES

and this last expression tends to 0 als l ~ 00

2) One shows in the same way that

3) Computation of

Choose E &#x3E; 0 then there is a 5&#x3E;0 such that :

Choose now &#x3E; 0 such that

and divide [ - xo, xo] in intervals 1~

o ,

Vol. XXVIII, n° 2 - 1978. .
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Then also :
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